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Abstract—This paper proposes the use of wave springs as
structural segments for soft, flexible robotic arms. Conventional
robotic arms are limited in their use within confined spaces due
to the lack of maneuverability and safety. Soft robotic flexible
arms, inspired by biological counterparts such as octopus arms,
snakes, and elephant trunks, are a solution for this limitation.
They provide flexible limbs with redundant degrees of freedom
that allow for bio-inspired extension, retraction, and bending
motions. In this paper, we propose the use of a 3D-printed, soft
wave spring as the skeletal structure for a flexible robotic arm.
The design and fabrication of the wave spring are presented. The
wave spring is characterized in terms of bending and blocked
force performance. The wave spring is proposed to be actuated
via tendons, and a kinematic model is developed to describe its
motion. The motion of a wave spring segment was evaluated using
a prototype setup. The results validate the applicability of a novel
tendon-actuated wave spring actuator for use in flexible robotic
arm applications. Experimental results show that a single wave
spring actuator achieves a maximum compression ratio of 43%
at 199.8 N, and a maximum bending angle of 29.3°at 17.25 N.

Index Terms—manipulator, soft robotics, wave spring

I. INTRODUCTION

Rigid robotic manipulators have become a common tool in
modern industry, leveraging speed, accuracy, precision, and re-
peatability; Though these advantages are present, rigid robotic
manipulators are not the best solution in some cases. The need
for specially constructed safe working envelopes, difficulty in
working in close proximity to humans and animals, possibility
of damage to users and environment upon collisions, and the
difficulty in operating within tight confined spaces limit their
use.

A novel solution to these limitations is using soft robotic de-
vices to augment or replace the conventional rigid manipulator.
Soft robotics is a rapidly developing field in robotics, which

Fig. 1. A Wave spring in comparison to an equivalent coil spring [4]

leverages the use of compliant materials and designs to allow
softer interactions with the environment. A soft manipulator
that absorbs impact energy via material or structural compli-
ance can interact with the environment safely compared to
their conventional rigid counterparts. Biological systems offer
many examples for the use of flexible manipulators (i.e, ele-
phant trunks and octopus arms) [1]. Soft robotic manipulators
that mimic these biological counterparts have achieved safer
interaction capabilities and higher dexterity [2], [3]. Hence,
there has been growing recent interest in developing soft
flexible manipulators for use in industrial applications.

As a novel approach, we propose the use of soft wave
springs as the flexible segment for the development of flexible
robotic manipulators for use in tight confined spaces. As
shown in Fig. 1, a wave spring has multiple waves per cir-
cumference and has a lower height compared to a conventional
compressive coil spring of equivalent spring stiffness. Hence
a wave spring is able to deliver same axial force at a smaller
axial length compared to a coil spring [4].

When a load is applied to the coil spring, its’ coils compress,
and provide a spring force upwards, but the coil undergoes
twisting as the load is transferred axially down. In contrast, a
wave spring, will provide the same axial force, with zero twist-
ing motion. A wave spring also has higher design flexibility
due to availablity of more design parameters compared to a
coil spring (i.e., number of waves per turn, wave thickness, and
wave height) [4]. These advantages allow the wave spring to be978-1-6654-8786-3/22/$31.00 © 2022 IEEE



more compact, more suitable for extreme conditions, and more
reliable in extreme applications. Recent literature presents
few examples of 3D printed flexible wave spring structures
using novel materials such as Ninjaflex [5] and mixtures of
TangoBlack and VeroClear [6]. Most contemporary solutions
used for the development of soft continuum arm manipulators
have limited torsional resistance, and lower bearing rates [7].
Hence, a soft wave spring based design would overcome this
limitation.

In this paper, the authors present a soft wave spring based
actuator, that can be tendon-driven, for use in soft flexible
continuum robot arms. The bending and compressive perfor-
mance of the proposed wave spring structure is experimentally
evaluated, and the potential use of the propsed structure as
part of a flexible robotic arm is experimentally validated. The
rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section II describes
recent related work; Section III presents the concept of the
actuator; Section IV describes the actuator fabrication; Section
V describes the experiment analysis; Section VI presents
results analysis; Section VII presents a prototype flexible
robotic arm that validates the potential use of the structure
as a flexible arm; Section VIII describes the kinematics of the
proposed actuator; Section IX presents the conclusions and
future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a lack of recent research on the use of wave springs
for use in flexible manipulators, to the best of the authors’
knowledge. Contemporary flexible continuum arms have pre-
ferred the use of tendon-driven mechanisms for actuation of
flexible segments [3], [7]. These have been used in locomotion
applications [8], space application [9], medical industry [10],
and humanoid robots [11]. Most tendon-driven continuum arm
structures require large working envelopes relative to their
structural volume due to limited range of bending. Tendon-
driven structures produce motion by axial deformation as
well as bending deformation. Therefore, accurate kinematic
models are necessary for their effective actuation. Several
kinematic models based on the concept of constant-curvature
are available for flexible continuum arm robots comprising
multiple segments [12], [13].

III. PROPOSED CONCEPT

We propose the use of a soft flexible wave spring as
structural element in a flexible continuum arm. This element
will act as a single segment of a flexible robotic arm that can be
used within tight confined spaces. The segment can be actuated
via tendon-drive mechanism, to achieve necessary axial and
bending deformations. Hence, there is a need to characterize
the compressive performance of the segment in axial and
bending deformations. The characterization will pave the way
for the development of customizable robotic manipulator with
high dexterity for use within tight confined spaces. The wave
spring structure can be fabricated from soft, flexible material to
further enhance the deformability over conventional materials.

IV. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF THE WAVE SPRING

The wave spring performance will depend on the parameters
such as wave spring height (H), wave density, wave thickness
(t), inner diameter (Di), outer diameter (Do), and work height.
The number of waves per circumference should be an even
number for symmetric bending of the wave spring. The wave
thickness needs to be increased to allow for higher wave
height. The main design parameters of the proposed wave
spring are shown in Fig. 2, with the selected preliminary values
given in Table I.

As we propose the use of a flexible wave spring, based
on literature, we selected the printing material for the flex-
ible structure as thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), due to
its comprise between flexibility and strength to allow for
greater payload on an arm segment. Fused deposition modeling
(FDM) method was selected as the best suited method due to
high availability easy customization.

A. Fabrication of the wave spring

The wave spring was fabricated via a FDM using TPU
as the material. NinjaFlex (NinjaTek, USA) TPU filament
(Shore hardness: 85A) was used for the fabrication. The
ambient temperature and relative humidity in the fabrication
environment was 30°C and 85 % respectively. TPU material
is highly moisture absorbent and this leads to poor printing
performance. Therefore, the filament had to be pre-heated to
remove the absorbed moisture via baking in an oven before
printing.

The wave spring was initially modelled using CAD software
according to the design parameters given in Table I. The
CAD model was then exported to .stl format for splicing.
The splicing software (Cura 4.13.1, Ultimaker) also allowed
the selection of printing parameters and produced the g-
code file for printing via FDM (Ender 3 PRO, Creality).
The selection of printing parameters was based on reducing
warpage, delamination, stringing, oozing, and improving layer

Fig. 2. Design parameters of wave spring

TABLE I
WAVE SPRING DESIGN PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Unit

Wave spring height (H) 20 mm
Thickness of the wave (t) 2.24 mm
Inner diameter (Di) 20 mm
Outer diameter (Do) 35 mm
No of waves per circumference 6 number
No. of wave layers 10 number



Fig. 3. A fabricated specimen wave spring segment

adhesion [14], [15]. The optimal infill percentage and type was
selected via preliminary printing of sample specimens. The
final selected set of printing parameters used for NinjaFlex
filament in the fabrication environment is given in Table II.
The fabricated specimen wave spring segment is shown in
Fig. 3. To allow for fixturing and the attachment of tendons
during experimental performance evaluation end plates were
fabricated via FDM using PLA.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The compression and bending performance of the 3D-
printed wave spring were experimentally evaluated. The fol-
lowing sections describe the experimental process of evaluat-
ing these characteristics.

A. Compression testing

The compression performance of the 3D-printed wave
spring was experimentally evaluated using a universal testing
machine (Testometric, M350-10AT). Multiple samples of 3D-
printed wave springs were tested. Each sample was com-
pressed to 85 % of the unloaded height. A 3D-printed PLA
disk was used to uniformly distribute the loading at the contact
point of the testing machine (see Fig. 4 a). The loading and
unloading characteristics of the wave spring were recorded via
the universal testing machine. These test also conduct under
ISO 37 [16] with a variable cross-head speed (100 mm/min. 35
mm/min, 15mm/min) due to reduce the strain rate sensitivity
as previously done [17].

B. Bending characteristics

The bending characteristics of the 3D-printed wave spring
were experimentally evaluated using the test setup shown in

TABLE II
PARAMETERS USED FOR THE 3D-PRINTING OF THE TPU WAVE SPRING

Parameter Value Unit

Nozzle Diameter 0.4 mm
Print speed 45 mm/s
Bed temperature 60 oC
Extruder temperature 235 oC
Wall line count 3 nos.
Layer height 0.2 mm
Active cooling Yes -
Infill 100 %

Fig. 4. (a) Compression test apparatus (b) Bending test apparatus

Fig. 4 b). The wave spring was mounted on a linear stage, and
the top of the wave spring was made to contact a force gauge
(Mark-10, Series 4) fixed to the linear stage. The linear stage
was moved incrementally, and the force required to bend the
wave spring was recorded via the force gauge. The bending
angle of the wave spring was visually captured using a tripod-
mounted smartphone camera at a resolution of 4608 x 3456
(4:3). Markers were placed on the wave spring to track the
motion of the structure (see 4 b)) The captured images were
post-processed to measure the bending angle using imageJ
(ver.1.8.0) software.

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section presents the analysis of the experimental results
observed during the experimental analysis described in the
previous section.

A. Compression behaviour

The stress-strain behavior of the 3D-printed wave spring at
100 mm/min,35mm/min, and 15mm/min strain rates are shown
in Fig. 5. The compression shows a linear behavior in the low
compression range, while at higher compression ranges the
behavior is non-linear (above 10 mm compression). The wave

Fig. 5. Compression behavior with respect to the force (purple-100 mm/min,
red-35 mm/min, green-15 mm/min )



Fig. 6. Bending behavior with respect to the force

spring requires 198 N to compress itself by 40% of the initial
length.

B. Bending characteristics

The bending characteristics of the 3D-printed wave spring
are shown in Fig. 6. The wave spring shows a maximum
bending angle of 29.3◦ at 17.25 N. The bending angle shows
a highly linear relationship with the required force.

VII. PROTOTYPE FLEXIBLE ROBOTIC ARM

To evaluate the applicability of the proposed wave spring as
a structural segment of a soft flexible robotic arm, a prototype
flexible arm was developed. The model of the developed
prototype is shown in Fig. 7. Three stepper motors (A, B,
and C) are used to actuate three tendons to drive the wave
spring. The length of actuation of each tendon will determine
the bending angle of the wave spring. The prototype was used
to evaluate the bending performance of the wave spring as
shown in Fig. 8 a - d. A kinematic model was developed to
relate the relationship between the driven tendon length and
the bending angle of the wave spring segment, as described
in the following section.

VIII. KINEMATICS OF THE TENDON DRIVEN WAVE SPRING

In the development of a continuum arm segment, a kine-
matic model is advantageous to predict the motion. The
kinematic model should map the input given via tendon
motion to the tip position of the segment. The tip position
[x, y, z] is dependent on the bending angle of the segment.
Three tendons allow the segment to achieve three-dimensional
bending and axial contraction. Then angles of bending between
two segments (θ,ϕ) can vary according to the wire length (l).
Orientation (x,y, and z) and position of the robot arm depend
on these angles which are controlled by stepper motors (Fig.
7).

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of test setup

A. Mapping between control tendon lengths and Bending
angles

The wave spring segment contains 10 wave layers and the
three tendons are fixed to the wave spring by a PLA end plate
fixed on the top of the segment. To analyze the kinematics of
this section, we assume slacking was negligible throughout
the movements. Thus every tendon stays in linear. In this
movement, there are 2 degrees of freedom between two end
plates, given by angles θ and ϕ, which describe the orthogonal
rotation of X and Y axes, respectively. we consider the base
frame as V X ,V Y ,V Z , and the coordinated frame on the top
plane of the wave spring segment as V X3,V Y 3,V Z3. The
forward kinematics are derived for this segment using the fol-
lowing transformation equation 1. The following abbreviations
are used for clarity (cos θ = cθ , cosϕ = cϕ and, sin θ = sθ,
sinϕ = sϕ).

Fig. 8. Tendon actuated single wave spring



Fig. 9. Deriving the kinematic model for the wave spring segment.


V X

V Y

V Z

1

 =


c(ϕ) s(ϕ)s(θ) s(ϕ)c(θ) 0
0 c(θ) −s(θ) 0

−s(ϕ) c(ϕ)s(θ) c(ϕ)c(θ) H
0 0 0 1

 .


V X3

V Y3

V Z3 + h
1

 (1)

We assume the wave spring structure maintains a constant
curvature during bending. Hence, we can create a transfor-
mation matrix. Considering tendon lengths between two end
plates, equations can be proved as follows based on Fig 9.
Points of the a/, b/, c/ concerning the base plate are given
by equations (2), (3), and (4), respectively. These equations
illustrate the relationship between tendon lengths and bending
angles. Therefore, the bending angles achieved by the segment
can be calculated using tendon lengths.

a/ point


V X

V Y

V Z

1

 =


c(ϕ) s(ϕ)s(θ) s(ϕ)c(θ) 0
0 c(θ) −s(θ) 0

−s(ϕ) c(ϕ)s(θ) c(ϕ)c(θ) H
0 0 0 1

 .


d
2

+ do
0
h
1

 (2)

b/ point


V X

V Y

V Z

1

 =


c(ϕ) sc(ϕ)sc(θ) sc(ϕ)c(θ) 0
0 c(θ) −sc(θ) 0

−sc(ϕ) c(ϕ)sc(θ) c(ϕ)c(θ) H
0 0 0 1

 .


−d
4

− do
2√

3d
4

+

√
3do
2

h
1


(3)

c/ point


V X

V Y

V Z

1

 =


c(ϕ) sc(ϕ)sc(θ) sc(ϕ)c(θ) 0
0 c(θ) −sc(θ) 0

−sc(ϕ) c(ϕ)sc(θ) c(ϕ)c(θ) H
0 0 0 1

 .


−d
4

− do
2

−
√

3d
4

−
√

3do
2

h
1


(4)

Control tendon lengths between end plates(la, lb, and lc)
can be evaluated based on the position vectors of the points
as follows.

a⃗a/ = o⃗a/ − o⃗a

la = [((d2 + do) cosϕ + h sinϕ sin θ − d
2 )

2 + (−h sin θ)2 +

((−d
2 − do) sinϕ+ h cosϕ cos θ +H)2]

1
2

(5)

b⃗b/ = o⃗b/ − o⃗b

lb = [((−d
4 + −do

2 ) cosϕ + (
√
3d
4 +

√
3do

2 ) sinϕ sin θ +

h sinϕ cos θ + (d4 + do

2 ))2 + ((
√
3d
4 +

√
3do

2 ) cos θ − h sin θ −
(
√
3d
4 +

√
3do

2 ))2+((d4 +
do

2 ) sinϕ+(
√
3d
4 +

√
3do

2 ) cosϕ sin θ+

h cosϕ cos θ +H)2]
1
2

(6)

c⃗c/ = o⃗c/ − o⃗c

lc = [((−d
4 + −do

2 ) cosϕ + (−
√
3d

4 + −
√
3do

2 ) sinϕ sin θ +

h sinϕ cos θ + (d4 + do

2 ))2 + ((−
√
3d

4 + −
√
3do

2 ) cos θ −
h sin θ + (

√
3d
4 +

√
3do

2 ))2 + ((d4 + do

2 ) sinϕ + (−
√
3d

4 +
−
√
3do

2 ) cosϕ sin θ + h cosϕ cos θ +H)2]
1
2

(7)

Equations (5),(6), and (7) give the mapping between the
bending angle of the wave spring and tendon lengths.

IX. CONCLUSION

This work is the first of its kind to evaluate the suitability
of a wave spring for use in a flexible robotic arm for use in
tight confined spaces. The paper proposes the use of a soft
flexible wave spring as a continuum robot arm segment. The
proposed segment is 3D-printed using FDM technology from
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) filaments. An initial design
is fabricated and its compression and bending performance is
experimentally evaluated. The wave spring segment shows a
linear behavior in the low compression range (¡30%), while
the behavior becomes non-linear at the higher compressions.
To achieve a compression of 30% the segment requires about
75 N. The bending performance of the segment is highly
linear in the tested range of 0°to 30°. The wave spring
segment is able to achieve a maximum bending angle of
29.3°at an applied force of 17.25 N. The developed continuum
arm segment was tested in a prototype flexible arm setup.
The observed results validate the potential of a wave spring
segment to be used as a continuum arm segment in a flexible
robotic manipulator. A kinematic model was also developed
for the wave spring segment, to map actuating tendon length
to the segment tip position. This wave spring-based segment is
to extended into a flexible robotic arm for use in tight confined
spaces in the future.
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